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TALK WITH ALUMNI

LOCATION: KUMAON HOSTEL, IIT DELHI.
DATE:17-09-2017
BRIEF: Sprenza and alumni association of IIT delhi organized a talk session among the
current students and some of the alumni of IIT delhi.

INVITEES: 1) Abhinav Bhardwaj(Director-MEPL)
2) Tanpreet Singh (EA- Swaraj Division)
3) Jagmal Singh (CTO-Paisabazaar.com)
4) Vikas Mishra(EX-senior engineer-IOCL)
5) M.S. Bawa(Deputy Genenral ManagerAIR INDIA)
SUMMARY: Talk started with the an introduction by
the senior most person over there Mr. M.S.Bawa,
during his talk he shared about his journey after he graduated from IIT delhi. He has
been serving air india since last 30 years and retired after serving with closure of major
deals for Air India. Tanpreet Singh shared his association with IIM Lucknow and
Mahindra. Vikas Mishra has introduced himself with his journey of up-down with IOCL,
Mckinsey, Shell and his own venture of consulting. Jagmal Singh introduced his close
association with venue Kumaon and his past startups. He shared his responsibilities as
CTO in PaisaBazzar.com and CarDekho. Abhinav Bhardwaj, shared his journey in
construction and his role played in construction of Chandigarh Airport. He also shared
the landmarks constructed by Manomav
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After introduction, questions were asked regarding Salary Packages, Opportunity in
Core, Relevance of Courses in Engineering and more. All questions were promptly
answered by Panel. They highlighted the gap which has built in industry because of
expectation of fresher. The changes from Old time to new time was also discussed.
Students clarified their doubts regarding higher studies in India and Abroad while
understanding the opportunity of Internship.

The next phase of talk was one-o-one question to the panel which is related to entracnt
opportunity in core industry. Student has asked Jagmal for preferences of doing MS in
software development over doing job in Finance. Similar questions were asked
regarding salary packages in core industry. Panel explained the relevance of perks which
is not actually a direct component of salary but plays a role in enjoying the life with
family and work.

In last phase, mementoes were distributed to the panel members by organizing
committee of Sprenza as an honor. The session was closed formally with thanks for
participation to all and house remained open for one to one discussion. Panel discussed
the reality of industry and expectation with students. It was an informative and
interactive session between alumni and students.
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